
  
 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

University of British Columbia student named 

Dillon Consulting Undergraduate Engineering Scholarship 

recipient 

(Renfrew, Ontario): The Canadian Engineering Memorial Foundation and Dillon Consulting are 

pleased to announce that Stephanie Quon, an Electrical – Biomedical Engineering student at the 

University of British Columbia, has been selected as the 2022 Dillon Consulting Undergraduate 

Engineering Scholarship winner. This $5,000 scholarship is presented to a woman studying 

engineering in an accredited program who is a leader in her community, a dedicated volunteer, 

and a strong ambassador for the engineering profession. 

 
Through this scholarship, Stephanie will have the opportunity to become an ambassador 
engineering so that a new diverse group of young women will have a renewed sense of curiosity 
and motivation to pursue an engineering career. 

 

Stephanie has been involved in many extra-curricular activities.  She is VP, Academic of the 
Electrical and Computer Engineering Student Society as well at the UBC Women in Engineering.  
She is the Founder and president of The Sprouts Initiative established in 2017, a community 
organization focused on accessibility, community, and sustainability, engaging over 300 people 
in leadership and volunteer positions. 

 

Dillon’s scholarship is provided in partnership with the Canadian Engineering Memorial 

Foundation which has been providing scholarships, networking, and promotional opportunities 

to women in engineering for over 20 years and was established in memory of the 14 women 

who lost their lives at École Polytechnique on December 6, 1989. 



Dillon is a proudly Canadian employee-owned professional firm specializing in planning, 

engineering, environmental science, and management that partners with clients to provide 

committed collaborative and inventive solutions to complex, multi-faceted problems. With over 

600 dedicated staff, Dillon is founded on the knowledge, passion, and relentless pursuit of the 

best solution for our clients, and the communities in which we work and live. 

 

“Stephanie is the type of leader we need more of. Her love of community service and helping 

others is what will elevate the engineering profession" says Nicole Caza, partner, Dillon 

Consulting Limited.  "At Dillon we understand the need to have the right people at the right 

time to ensure growth and success for all. We are driven by the people in our organization, 

their need to excel. With Stephanie we see a leader in her community, a dedicated volunteer 

and a strong ambassador." 

 

“It is heartening to see so many qualified and capable applicants” says Julie Lassonde, CEMF 
President. “Ms. Quon is a worthy award winner, and we look forward to watching her continue 
to help connect young Canadians, through her passionate volunteerism, with engineering and 
its vast possibilities as a viable career choice for other young women. We're delighted to see her 
infectious enthusiasm for engineering, and are thrilled to be supporting her in her future 
endeavors.” 

 

In addition to the Dillon scholarship, CEMF provides 15 other scholarships to young women in 

engineering across Canada. 

 
 
 

For more information, please contact: CEMF at info@cemf.ca 
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